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A X i dGall Me
-Max Walukas

One:
And I am free 
Jrfst spent two days 
On an embankment 
Watching the slow tilt 
Of far away bla-zes 
That shine like diamonds 
Through the untold 
Depths of time 
On the tip of god's nose,
Appalachia ,
A chain of unfiltered 
Sweltering henchmen 
Magnificent old champions 
Who showed me the 
Pharmacy in the constellations

Two:
In the grass where I sat like Huck 
With a length of twine 
Tied through my beltloops 
To hold my pants up 
I smoked of a cob and thought 
For once not of god 
But of women
And bankers and bookers and children 
And the white lattice homes that they live in
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Waitress Passing Through a Door 
Next To a Window

-Luke Borders
A glimpse,, eclipse, vision 
absorbed by the visionless void 
a vision then returns the body

Through the window appears for an instant 
an image which the next instant 
takes away.- • ^

Blinded as if. by passion.
For a moment, only, the door takes her, 
then returns the body, so soon,- so young

entirely exposed
we see what we are. - .
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i will walk 'to th.e ends of the 
earth only

-Ryan James Greendyk

i will walk to the ends of the earth only 
(fearfully cowering before the song of yoUr body) to 

find your eyes and they will kiss 
my everything: nothing beyond the trail of smoke that 
(laughing-slithering skulking amidst composed trompe- 
1'oeil)

twists and curls bend-breaking in reincarnated 
passion

through pools of post-shadow lives and life 
in fields where (forever and 

anywhere i never recall) flames raise arms in 
discordant

exultation praising the music of your 
writhing form

before-this: all ceases, and the shifting-of-ghosts 
can be read upon the walls (pristine, scolding eternity 

chasing

now)
and they crumble and leaves fall (this is the only true 

artifice, twining escaping
routs of blisterous love) 

and i think orange was singing, but red was truly 
only crying

(or perhaps the rain is greedy)
and you (azure, perhaps indigo petals 

or curclean candles)
sigh deeply carefully -

and i see in your lips a new canvas full of color- 
catching songs, and

i wonder why roses have thorns
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BEAUTX AND THE BRUSH.
-Adam Laten Willson



A Gustave Flaubert et son Cbeur Simple.

It was high noon. The sun streamed through the 
dusty'blinds, making everything in the room a stealthy 
tiger. Lewis stood at the foot of the bed. A myriad 
of insults was cast from below Rudyard P. Willers, 
reputed painter and gentleman, was in a dour mood. His 
dream was mauled by a clumsy apprentice. A brindled cat 
stretched out its paw to shake off its repose.

'What is it now, you boob?'-
'It's simply that Bridget has been here for-and 

Lilly needs you to-.and Rachel has requested another, and 
Eva-.and Barbara is here to be painted.'

'Let them wait,' Mr. Willers said rolling 6ver and 
turning his back to Lewis

'But sir,'they've been waiting.'
'And they shall wait Ipnger!'
'Sir, please permit my impertinence, but..'
'No. I will not!'
'Sir, every day, you have such beautiful women 

visiting - so beautiful, gentle', and graceful - and 
you treat them all miserably.'

'Yes, yes - and every day, I dream as well. Must 
my dreams wait while I caress the foul desires of 
banshees?' he yawned,

'Banshees, sir?' Louis' mouth was wide like a 
whirlpool. In the neighboring room, one could hear a 
shriek of delight.

'Oh, now I understand You have woken me to tell me 
that they're beautiful, gentle, and so forth.'

'Have a heart sir.'
'I have no care for the human heart. You know this,' 

said Mr. Willers while donning a slipper in the shape 
of a swan, 'If I did, I would have to be a poet. No, 
the heart is much too fleshy for me. I'd rather a 
slender eyebrow like the Arc de Triomphe!'

'But-.' Lewis began
'Oh come, my sweet, where is your sister?' Rudyard 

sat up, beckoning his cat, 'My dear Wagner,' Mr.
Willers returned to Lewis with.an earth-swallowing 
yawn 'Must I always remind you: These are not the 
women in your books. They appear delightful. They seem 
serene and dream-like. And that is how the Sphinx gets
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Regardless, sir, they've all been awaiting your 
appearance.'

'And they can wait longer!' screamed Mr. Willers, 
plucking up an ink bottle and dashing it at Lewis' 
head. Lewis ducked and then promptly left. As the door 
closed behind him, he could hear some mumbling about 'a 
gagged pig in aspic ' >

Is he in? Eva asked, leaning on one, hip like a 
marionette. She was an art dealers from across tbwn and 
was interested in showcasing Millers' work.

He is,' Lewis replied in an uninterested voice.
I must see him, dearie,' Rachel announced,
^ Lilly said with a smoky sigh.
'Apparently, you all will have to wait. He's in, a 

tantrum,' Lewis grumbled. He sat down at the desk with 
the spider-plant and resumed his paperwork

'Raw Umber,' everyone heard Rudyard calling for his 
cat. 'Raw Umber where is your sister, deax?' Burnt 
Umber was in the parlor and she let out a hefty purr 
at the sound of her master's voice. 'You let them, know 
that they are unwelcome...go, sweet thing.' Mr. Millers' 
door opened like the lid of a casket. The cat, its 
black and grey stripes catching the frolic of afternoon 
light, ran forth from the famous bedroom to brush 
against the ladies. He found his final pose in the 
crook of Barbara's arm, who, setting down her needle
point, smoothed out his bristly fur. 'That man,' she 
said, 'heeds a woman.'

Lewis' eyes were,still on his charts. He said out 
of the corner of' his mouth, 'Apparently, he needs 
several.' Rachel laid'her head on Bridget's shoulder.

was standing by the window, looking onto the 
street below. About her frame, gay fingers of the sun 
played. Her white summer blouse and the clever border 
of the light made her back seem like an hourglass 

with time. Her broad shoulders guivered 
slightly. Burnt Umber crept into the skirts of her 
dress, 'but Lilly shooed her off as the claws were just 
ready to wreak havoc on "her pale leg

Eva didn't know what to do, so she sat.
Barbara glided over to Lewis' desk. Her fingers 

snuck onto his tablature. The financial figures were

her fill. No no no. Once one fully knows them, he'd
prefer to simply paint them.'
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eclipsed. 'Why don't you let me handle him.' Lewis 
lightly pushed aside her hand. 'The bills must be 
paid,' said he Her fingers resumed and finally brought 
him to look at her yellow eyes with green flecks

'Apparently, you've forgot the last time..! almost 
lost my job.'

'Now, would that be such a bad thing,' she aske'd.
Her words were very slow and calm. Her whole mannerism 
dripped with molasses.

'I'd rather work for a monster than a spiritualist,' 
Louis grunted and that was the end of it.

About three o'clock, Rudyard P. Willers.emerged All 
the ladies except for Bridget had waited. Mr. Willers 
was not in the least surprised Without a change in’ 
expression, he surveyed all their agitated faces.
Their eyes were sharpened and wet like many silver 
stalactites.

'The courage of the Erinyes,' he- muttered, sitting 
down to contemplate a line he half-remembered from 
Aeschylus.

'Well,' he finally said when a half-dozen voices 
became a lone howl.

'Your accounts,' said Lewis.
'The commission,' said Eva.
'My payment,' said Rachel.
'It's getting late,' Barbara practically whispered.
'My darling, I thought my delay would certainly 

shove you off,' Rudyard sighed with a wry smile, an 
indication that he knew quite otherwise.

'Well, if you must be painted...' he groaned, peering 
at Barbara with a wilted glance.

'But Rudy-dear, we must.' began Rachel.
'-then you must be painted,' Rudyard screamed. His 

eyes opened and shot forth like two unreigned horses. 
'Come. Follow, my girl.'
As Rudyard and Barbara entered the conjoining 

studio, Eva could have sworn she heard 'a roasted 
sparrow tapenade.' Lewis was sullen and unimpressed.
His stubby fingers gracelessly folded his work and, 
having deposited it in the proper drawer, he went to 
stand next to Lilly at the window. Theirs was an arctic 
silence. Both their faces dripped like soggy rags.
Their eyes seemed directed at the same spot of sky.

'Mr. Britten, would you please leave a message. I
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haven't a full-day to wait for him I'
Having been revived by Eva's cold protest, Lewis 

returned to the desk where he fetched a pen and poised 
it on a scrap of paper. He waited.

Eva was still fixed on Willers' misery, and offered 
a last word before leaving. 'The nerve,' she said. 
'Calling himself an artist.' Her face creased like an 
avalanche in the making. 'Imagine! An artist with no 
soul!'

Lewis yawned and' replaced the pen. 'Well, Mr.
Willers you see, has a certain theory of art. I'm sure 
he'd be honored to describe it to you, sho.uld you stay-

Obviously, Eva had no such intention. She threw a 
business card to the ragged carpet and left promptly in 
a huff. . - '

In the studio, quite a different thing was 
transpiring. Barbara had disrobed, and Rudyard was 
readying his implements. Barbara seemed more swollen 
than usual Her belly had a greasy shine to it The , 
sweat dripped down like a jnetropolitan sewer. Her fat 
nipples, which had grown pink,- reminded one of two 
ancient urns flowing with the burning ashes of great 
men.
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'It's been some time since, you last painted me, 
and-'

But Rudyard was mixing a fleshy orange. He only

grunted without looking^up.
'Well?' he said when he .was ready to paint. Barbara 

was pushing out her belly wdth effort She had her 
hands on her hips like a chiding mother.

'I suppose I'm to comment on your inflated womb,' 
said Rudyard with an empty stare and without much ado.

'Billy left me last night...'
'"Child support,' was all that Rudyard said.
'I was hoping you could help a little with...' Her 

eyes began to tear. Her lips began to twist'. Her whole 
face lapsed into an enormous earthquake 'Oh you cad.' 
These were her only words in this moment of paroxysm.
She sat down on the dressing-chair across from .Willers' 
cold jeer.

He lit a cigarette, took up his brush and began to 
paint. 'I've never tried hysteria before; why not?' he 
said and continued to paint the empty space Barbara no 
longer occupied.

'You're an ogre.'
'Hush, my sweet,' he said. 'Settle down. Think,of 

the infant.'
'What do you care?' Barbara sobbed. She began to 

dress
'Hmmm..let me think..what do I care..' mumbled Rudyard 

There was an infinite pause between each word. 'What do 
I care for infants? For weeping? For stealing kisses 
in the closet? For coy diversions? For a world of lousy 
wooers? Not much, I'm afraid. But, let's see-.oh, why 
not? All right,' he trailed off for a moment. 'You are 
now my wife How's that?'

'Excuse me.'
'I now consider you my wife We shall go to the 

bank tomorrow.'
'You can't just make me your wife.' Barbara cried 

An obvious' sliver of hope shone on her skin.
'So, the courting process, then? The ceremony? All 

the carnivals of insincere bawds? No,'that mustn't do.'
'But-.'
'Now, if you'll excuse me, I'm done painting for the 

day. I should nap. I'11 visit you soon, my love. Keep a
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kettle on the stove.' , . ,
'But...'
'I shall visit you tomorrow!'
Before Rudyard finished, she was on her way out. At 

that moment she was nothing but a quick midnight train.
Lewis poked his head in to inform Mr. Killers of 

Eva's departure. Indeed, Lilly was the only one left in 
the parlor. Lewis wondered if he might take the evening 
off.

'To bounce about with your babe, I presume.'
'Yes sir, so that I may doff your frown of thorns.' 

Lewis was pleased with himself for this turn of phrase.
■'Well, then take care, my painted pot of porridge!' ,
Still unimpressed, Lewis was about to leave when Mr. 

Killers called him back. 'I suppose you wonder at my 
cruelty.. '

'I hadn't thought much of it,' Lewis lied, one foot 
out the door. Mr. Killers wiped his brow with an oily 
towel and threw it across the room. He rose seeming 
rather like a peacock preparing for a fight. 'I'm not 
an idiot, though you and others might think it.' .

'That's quite well, but I must be off,' Lewis 
stammered.

• 'How can I sleep at night? I know you're curious.now 
then, for a man who_'s traveled the world like .1 have, 
rest comes most naturally.. It's the affairs of Man 
that bother me. I'm no philosopher, I assure you. But 
I've seen all sorts of people and have understood them. 
After all, details are my specialty. They're my bread- 
and-butter, what, you ask have I seen in their eyes?'

'I can hardly guess, but I must..'- 
'No one likes the Good! I mean that truly. Nor 

do they like Beauty or Justice. Mere trifles win them 
over. The world much prefers a pretty painting to one 
'of real beauty They swoon over things that are life
like without knowing life itself, ^ut that's life.
That is life! And so, because I paint -pretty things,
I render them a service. You see, my sad Wagner, I 
present them with their selves. Most mortals waste 
their precious time, muddying the world with meaning.'
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-Quinn Mulhern

"Too far from God, Or Nature," they say:
Too, too far from the dream of progress.
Mobs from magazines and pulpits, may 
Shout, "We much .blindly do regress!"
Or overstep the bounds of those who lived perfectly:

The golden aged, or ancients,or 
troglodyte Man

Thought and ate more humanly than we can

For, a diet rich in fruit, or wheat, or fat 
Was Eden's way before all was lost.
When the world was a simpler place we sat 
To watch the radio, and it cost 
Fifteen cents for a' bottle of coke:

For my generation has definitional war 
With which to explain all the ways we are.

Well... I plan to fight in a great war 
While eating only locusts and figs 
And will listen to music only to listen 
While my body functions as a Spartan's did

There! That part's covered well.
And in The Future as I am born again.
And my 'spirit saved from symbolic hell 
I wonder if my recalibrated brain.
Will ever know the end:

With The Natural thoroughly figured out 
What is there left to inspire doubt?
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9/5/06
-Josiah. Stephens

s--- ,

They were making
noise
outside

It seemed to be ,coming 
from everywhere

But not there 
inside your 
room

And I was glad 
about that

and to be there

with silent 
half-sleeping 
ailing 
you

I'm sorry

I'm glad you were sick 

Since
it got me away 
from all those people
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Siren
-Jake Gibson

Tonight, I am a captive - 
The Siren is real.
She's a long-legged, silver-tongued 
Goddess... or nymph... or enchantress 
The poets haven't decided.
But let' them bicker while 
She calls to me ever so softly 
From the dimly lit stage.

What does she call for?

Something my clumsy voice 
Could offer that she doesn't 
Already have... doesn't already know?
I could say, "I love your songs... you're 
Beautiful; something electric... when you sing 
I feel a vital pulse I've never felt - it's in your 
Breath; it's in your voice."

She has heard it all before.

It is a worthy confession yet 
Too unfair in placing the heavy 
Burden' of vivification 
On such a light, gentle song that 
Even now graces the air 
With her melody, and colors 
My imagination with royal jazz.

She could improvise for miles...

When she casts her blue notes - they belong to this'^ 
Smoke-filled room and 
To Ella's old tunes in which 
A sultry alto can be the queen
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Of the night without Mozart's score. •
Leaning against the piano.
She sings "never let me go" , ' . ,

And I wouldn't... - . . '

,With her eyes and her notes held low '- ' - '
And I, like every other fool in the room,
Think she is singing so sweetly-, just to me:
Then, she pauses/achingly.
Does she doubt the music? ' '
Is she silenced by the poet who
Would describe her song as‘some lethal drug?

But there are so many less beautiful ways to live and 
die.. '

I want to climb the stage, take her in my arms
And whisper my plea, "Sing on., turn
Me to dust, to air, to nothing - if that's
The power behind the wonder of your song
Never mind the poet; be loves his art too much to honor
yours..
So sing., sing away, sing love, sing reason, hope, 
truth, self;
Sing these fleeting notions away. f'.H listen."
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the gods among us

-Skip McGee

Wet, it was. The storm had come up suddenly in 
the dark without a murmur They stood suddenly in a 
waterfall of rain.

Shit she said and sat down on her bag Fuck Fuck 
Fuckit.

Damn it God Dammit he said, turning to look at her
and tripping over a rock.

Those fucking wheels weren't made for dirt paths she 
said bitterly, to her luggage. I'm soaked.

Here. Take my jacket he said, wincing at the 
bulletlike impacts. ,

The rain rushed a physical pain, a sound that filled 
the ears, an overpowering force. The sky falling..

He looked over at her, huddled over by the weight 
of the rain, sheltering in the jacket, miserable. Veni
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vidi vici he said and laughed.
She glanced up in surprise:
Kaitlin we have arrived.
His laugh went on, a shock of joy and in spite of 

all, she joined in - the moment winging through the 
dusk to the Village ears in the night.

Tell them to send help. Tell them esta ejnergencia he 
said to the first messenger now go. muy rapido.

He must have a doctor Paul told the second 
messenger, if there is no doctor he will die. they must 
send a doctor quickly, vamos

The third day no message was sent. there was no-one 
left who knew the way. Stillness in the room replaced 
the fidgeting. Jorge lay still under the blankets with 
sometimes a mutter, slowly, every‘so often, Kaitlin 
wiped his head with water that Paul brought from the 
river. ,

I know nothing else to do she said, he nodded, if 
they have not sent a doctor it may be too late, i 
cannot think of- anything else to do.

No he said, it is not too late, they have sent a
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doctor. It is a long way to travel.
He went outside into the searing sun where Maria 

crouched. .She sat against the wall facing the horizon. ' 
away.

Lo siento madre he said it is bad but Jorge will be 
better I promise you mi palabra. does that translate? 
get some sleep.

She sat. turned her palms to the sky.
going back into the room: Go home Kaitlin he said, 

taking the bowl and cloth, I will watch, you have not 
slept for two days. Her face was pink from heat and 
exhaustion Go home. The doctor will come soon

Maybe.
the blankets were wet. could be sweat or water from 

the bowl', he tried to wipe some of the mud off. If it 
is sweat is that good? does that mean the fever is 
dying down? i cannot remember, he thought, i knew once 
but i cannot remember, let us hope so.

Voices outside. Kaitlin y Maria.
The heat is insane. those blankets must be 

unbearable
He bent over and felt Jorge's forehead Burning, i 

have had hundreds of fevers and lived.
Silence.
sudden fear, how would we know?
leaning over he felt the neck, pinching for the 

carotid looking fiercely into the face the un-Jorge 
face NO No.

Bowing his head he made the sign of the cross, the 
sign of propriety, of.time immortal, of life, of death, 
of the wrath of god.

sensing Their presence he raised his hands, turning 
his palms upward. Dios, he strangled, brushing away the 
dirt until Kaitlin stopped him. Finite.

Dios, Maria joined him.
So.
So . .

why did you come here she asked, into the night.
Come here? because, because I'm in that awkward 

thirteen year gap between college and the legal age 
to run for president. The typical candidate spends 
this time becoming a millionaire, but I've got another
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eleven years for that- So why not help people?
Yo comprendo she said seriously we must make a 

difference we must ca're-
Now who's the screwed up idealist he laughed, it is 

■healthier to be arrogant. Cigarette?
Gracias. I 'think it is in the water.
The fever he asked, but aren't they used to it?
yes. that's why we boil our water, but there could 

be something new. something the immune system cannot 
handle. I have been thinking about it constantly, she 
breathed.

Listen to the jungle he said, there is so much out 
there that we know nothing about. it could have been 
anything. anything

This is the second time in a week, it is dangerous. 
Paul, you must ask them to boil their .water. to be 
safe, the whole village is-at risk

Verdad. the whole village is at risk, from famine, 
from drought. from earthquake', from us . but we will 
ask. I think you are rigl)t. it is a good idea, muy 
bueno. -

From earthquake? she laughed is there anything to 
fall down? ' ,

This roof would smother me. I doubt it is built to 
code. laughing.' '

We should bring a couple of engineers down here , to'

If
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see their faces.
Silence.
voice hard he said, At home I would go to the doctor 

for the annual checkup sitting on the counter with the 
paper that is changed for .every person so no-one gets 
germs from old paper and I would go in there with an 
attitude and when the doctor would shine his light up 
my nose my excuse would be ready, I got punched in the 
nose doc, and he would say that is dangerous and we 
both would know I lied but he said nothing more, and 
I would treasure that inner badass feeling, feeling 
of being on the edge, of danger, when all the time. 
Turning his hands upward, hands hidden in the dark. I 
need to take a walk

leaning on the Igntel. Tu conoces?
Si. she said quietly.
And it is no excuse that I was a kid. Because I 

knew, and I did nothing. .
Si. she said, it is a burden to bear.
We must make them understand, los americanos gordos 

we must make them see. The ones who send'missionaries 
but no medicine, culture but no food. because when
they see they will care, that is why I am here.

...and I am depressing you. I'm sorry, goodnight.
Paul wait, she fumbled, you are a good person.
Maybe.

Hola Senor.' . ,
Hola Fernando, he said, what is happening in the 

village? ' '
We are discussing musica, fernando smiled. Me gusta.
Paul looked at the group weathered faces smiling. 

Fernando lies. He is the music hater of the world, they 
laughed. What music do you like?

Todos! the old grandmother in the corner shouted.
Ah madre Paul said, even a beautiful woman like 

yourself does not deceive me. you cannot like the music 
of Fernando, esta terrible!

Fernando covered his face in shame, twitching with 
laughter. Oh oh. Senorita you also?

No, you are good Kaitlin said, it is Paul who cannot 
play, whenever he tries I run away.

Paul grinned That is my secret. then_there is
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peace.

I need to speak he said- listen, it 'is 'a hard thing 
■''to say.

It is in the water. The water is death, 
silence. '
This is serious, he said, you must boil your water 

if you wish to,live.
Boil our water? asked Fernando. Why?
BbiJ-ing kills the badness for which i know not 

the word the badness which took Jorge, which killed 
Esperanza. he looked directly at Maria, do you 
understand it will kill you all. I do not speak like a 
.child. ■ • •

silence.
Well?. Kaitlin asked 
silence.
Water did not cause Jorge to die said Fernando,, they 

nbdded. ' '
Yes it did said Paul, emphatic.
Maria raised her hands, palms upward to the void.
Dios breathed the'grandmother. 
no Kaitlin said.
There was silence, studying the ground.

' I am sorry you do not understand said Fernando let , 
us not speak more of this it is over.

Together they stared around the circle with bold 
eyes, speechless

Paul spoke in english. no it is you who do not 
understand he pleaded, if an evil, man held up this 
knife to stab you would you raise your hands and say
god wills it stab me here ? what god-? a tragedy is not
neccessary

I do not speak english Fernando frowned but this is 
simple, water is water. God is God. it is enough, do '
not insult us we thank you for your care of Jorge,
pero, enough, it is over.

Paul Kaitlin said, it is enough.
No he spoke nakedlyr it is not ehough nombre de • 

DioS! it will never be enough, the walls are built, but 
i will not stand silent. Listen to the truth 

Paul- Kaitlin said'. finito. it is done, 
turning her palms skyward,,
it is with god. , .
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DUNES Of SINGAPORE.
-Jake Faulkner



I have died of fever on the dunes of Singapore, 
seen the dogs dance upside down on the roofs of 
The alleyways.
Walked down these alleyways looking liquid like ashes 

spread on waning moon.

I have died of fever on the dunes of Singapore,
Heard the hotns of fog like the fogs of war 
Triumph in slow succession -heard Styx,boil 
Over, heard emeralds in the water, heard 
No one dare grab them 
Although stricken with desire.

I have died of fever on the dunes of Singapore 
My bones will turn to diamonds before they turn to 
coal.
And the fish rot the dock leaving
Army boys to their own devices. ' '

I have died of fever on the dunes of Singapore, 
Watched men laugh, hysterical, naked,
Down Negro streets and fellahin dog danced alleyways 
Seen them regurgitate prose of Corso 
And Cicero with both bomb and bible 
And dreams of bid you goodnights

1 have seen the party go wild to 
The stpeets - stretch out its long tawny- fingers 
Like Boardwalk taffy® saltwater sealed and pressed. 
Spread so thin that I was free to relegate 
And emancipate the brides of a younger 
Generation

I have died of fever on the dunes of Singapore
Seen a Chinatojvn moon stand exposed
And belittled by man's mighty God
Seen the telescope exploit and expand
That milk does not travel by Hermes but,by bucket
And byjDale .

I have seen ,the bones of progenitors 
Unpreserved beside my own.
Seen the trails of liver and cocaine drone 
Love is pain mixed with desire
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I have seen the remnants of my fathers ailing health. 
Watched as his eyes turned from the sands of time to 

the sands
Of saffron in two weeks flat.
Smelled his mouth covered, bandaged with drool', tape • 

and Popsicle sticks
Felt his tube protruding from this Vesuvian mess like 

heated taffy party

I have died of fever on the dunes of Singapore!
Known the sleepless girls mistaken for easy riders 
And fed as such. Who since the hundredth hour 
Remain sleepless and without rest. Who, having 

wandered, stranded 
By man horse beast defnon.
Came upon accidental cadavers in ford machines 
Saw rubies and cayenne spice windows 
Oozing still from the reality

I have died of fever on the dunes of Singapore!
Stood alone on the tattooed beaches
Mumbling, longing, cursing the wicked-ways of women.. 
I'm gonna tell god,how you treat me.
If you see Corinna tell her to hurry home - 
I ain't had no true love since Corinna been gone - 
I have feasted on the paella of my father's eyes, felt 

the breeze that
I have now joined, as I lie fevered in these dunes.

I have died of fever on the dunes of Singapore 
Seen horses troll the hours 
4 leg 2-leg 2 legs 4 leg 
Down Broadway past Kearney
I have died of fever on the dunes of Singapore!
Seen other deaths beyond that of my blood 
Seen friends die a hundred times over 
Or better if they had died 
Letting loveless and lost
Hurricane their eyes, tempest their dreams ' ^
Tear their face and hollow their chest
Seen pitiable deaths
Distant and blinking
Seen the lonely poet on the street
The lazy Taoist
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Hard luck refugee '
Oedipus in chains, Catullus lost and loveless, 
Catapult Da Vinci s ■ -
Seen neither care npr comfort save his own pace and 
piece of mind .

Had DC Milton sing me. to sleep . '
Rolling angelic in his divine breast. ■ .
Played wild and reckless on broken brass next to 
Burlesque Bad a boom
Big Al's blasting broken breasted book bouillon 
Which clawed its way to Klan phallus Coit tower- 
Where I took my.rest.
I, I, I have died'of fever on the dunes of Singapore!
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